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SEPT

6
10am PT 
12PM CT 
1PM ET

How does space 
appear in our lives? 
Noticing space

Creating 
Space

OCT

4
10am PT 
12PM CT 
1PM ET

What are practices you 
do in your life? Sharing 
tools for staying 
engaged with your 
practice. Looking at 
research related to 
specific forms of 
practice.
Transformative 
engagement. 

Contemplative 
Practices

NOV

1
10am PT 
12PM CT 
1PM ET

How do we think about 
values and how do they 
show up in our actions? 
What do we do to align 
our values with our 
personal mission or 
goals? 
. 

Values 
Alignment

DEC

6
10am PT 
12PM CT 
1PM ET

What does healthy 
productivity look like? 
How can you form 
habits that produce the 
space for productivity?

Productivity

JAN

3
10am PT 
12PM CT 
1PM ET

What are specific ways 
to utilize language to 
create possibility? How 
does our listening 
impact our view? What 
are some ways to think 
about learning that can 
lead to wholeness. 

Communication 
in Action



Today, let’s explore
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David Whyte

Our world is built in language 
and conversations.

The understanding is that there is a 
conversational nature to reality…whatever 
you want to happen, will not happen. But 
equally, whatever the world wants to 
happen for you will not happen either. And 
what happens is this meeting. And it’s in 
that meeting that you overhear yourself 
being surprised by your reality, by the 
larger context that you haven’t yet 
explored.



First a story…



Communication 
requires both                            

and                 



listening



speaking



openness 
and 

transparency
15%

shared 
vision, 

mission and 
Goals

11%

collaboration
9%

listening
6%

compromise
4%

53%

inclusion in 
decision-
making

17%

trust
17%

appreciation
11%

respect
28%

communicationcommunication

In your opinion, what contributes to a successful working relationship 
between a Veterinarian and Leadership? 

Reference: JVR Shelter Strategies. (2023). Online Survey: Veterinarians and Leadership at Animal Sheltering Organizations.



A conversation assumes an 
engaged speaker and a committed listener.

For what purpose
• Coordinating action
• Informing
• Questioning
• Declaring

In what medium? 
• Auditory

• Speech as 
conversations

• Visual

Woof, Woof, 
Woof Meow? 

Defining 
Communication

The sharing of thoughts, ideas, concerns

We are co-creators of our world through communication and conversation.



We coordinate action through requests

1. Understands what is being asked of them

2. Has the skillset and means to meet the request

3. Agrees to the deadline

4. Has the ability to counter-offer or ask questions

1. What is it they want done?

2. Is able to articulate what successful completion 

looks like

3. By when?

4. Assumes the listener is able to complete what is 
being asked (has the competency for the task 

requested)

Structuring 
Communication

QUESTION TO PONDER

Reflect upon a time 
you might have had 
a breakdown in 
communication. 
Were any of these 
steps missed? 

Zampella, T. 2019



There is a quality to communication that leads to co-
creation and a successful working relationship and is 
distinct from frequency of communication. 



Bhavana Learning Group, 2023

Co-creators are responsible for 
conversations that generate action 

and are willing to hold others 
accountable.





Breaking down the origins of our 
thoughts, attitudes, behaviors, 
feelings, and biases

unlearning



Unlearning involves breaking down the 
origins of our thoughts, attitudes, 
behaviors, feelings, and biases.1 

Reference:
Art of Unlearning, Bhavana Learning Group
https://www.bhavanalearning.com/art-of-unlearning-part-3-practice-changing-our-view/ 

“Unlearning involves a level of awareness that cultivates a
 first-person inquiry to question, examine, identify, and 
distinguish concealed assumptions that form our 
relationships with concepts and views.  Over a period, 
such an inquiry ultimately results in the experience of 
releasing,                      or altering the relationship to any 
concept or view. 

As it progresses, the unlearning process cultivates an 
openness for something new to emerge, to be 
distinguished and realized, and then to be integrated 
into one’s being.”

-Bhavana Learning Group

letting go 

unlearning



John F. Kennedy

We choose to 
go to the moon. 
We choose to go to the moon in this 
decade and do the other things, not 
because they are easy, but because 
they are hard, because that goal will 
serve to organize and measure the 
best of our energies and skills, 
because that challenge is one that 
we are willing to accept, one we are 
unwilling to postpone, and one 
which we intend to win, and the 
others, too. 

Kennedy, J. F. (1962, September 12). We choose to go to the moon. https://www.rice.edu/jfk-speech







Expansion of 
vision



Growing to 
meet the vision



Expanding view



Redefining 
Vision



Where are we now?



REFLECTION:
What have we as 
individuals and a 
community not spoken 
into existence?

Your Next Steps 
on Your Journey
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How does space 
appear in our lives? 
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What are practices you 
do in your life? Sharing 
tools for staying 
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How do we think about 
values and how do they 
show up in our actions? 
What do we do to align 
our values with our 
personal mission or 
goals? 
. 

Values 
Alignment

DEC

6
10am PT 
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1PM ET

What does healthy 
productivity look like? 
How can you form 
habits that produce the 
space for productivity?

Productivity

JAN
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1PM ET

What are specific ways 
to utilize language to 
create possibility? How 
does our listening 
impact our view? What 
are some ways to think 
about learning that can 
lead to wholeness. 

Communication 
in Action



Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Communication in Action

Creating Space
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Communication in Action

Review of Next Steps on Your 
Journey

Set an intention for how you want to show up for the world 
at the beginning of the week for the next four weeks. 
Reflect on it each Friday (using a sticky note on the 
computer with the phrase so you see it). 

Think of some lingering items in your life. Commit to 
“completing” two to three items before our next session. 

Practice the spaciousness meditation and see what 
arises for you.

Creating Space
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Communication in Action

Creating Space
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Communication in Action

Review of Next Steps on Your 
Journey

Creating Space

• Choose your anchor.
• Notice which sensation you feel most connected 

with.
• Notice where you hold tension in your body.
• Notice your thoughts. See if you are drawn to a 

particular visualization practice.
• Capturing your experience through journaling. 

Notice what arises daily or weekly for the next four 
weeks. 
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Communication in Action

Creating Space
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Communication in Action

Review of Next Steps on Your 
Journey

Take a moment to reflect on your values. Consider what it 
looks like to live with this value.

Reflect on how we can seek alignment between personal 
values and organizational values.

Reflect on aligning our values with our personal mission so 
that the actions you take align with who you are.

Creating Space
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Creating Space

Communication in Action
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Review of Next Steps on Your 
Journey

What steps can you take to consciously unlearn 
habituated patterns to create space for adopting healthier, 
more effective practices?

Notice your space and what fills it.

Creating Space

Communication in Action
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Creating Space

Communication in Action
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Contemplative Practices

Values Alignment

Productivity

Creating Space

Communication in Action
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Review of Next Steps on Your 
Journey

REFLECTION:
What have we as individuals and a 
community not spoken into reality?





Your Next Steps 
on Your Journey

Follow Dr. Jyothi Robertson 
on Insight Timer

Join the Journey You Own 
Monthly Mediation 
Gathering

https://insig.ht/azNIhnHQIwb
https://insig.ht/azNIhnHQIwb
https://jyo.world/meditation-gathering/
https://jyo.world/meditation-gathering/
https://jyo.world/meditation-gathering/


Thank you!
Jyothi Robertson, DVM DABVP (Shelter Medicine)

Founder, The Journey You Own

jyothi@jyo.world

www.jyo.world


